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Preface

Most kids don’t know their SIP topic far ahead. I don’t know who else decided their

SIP Topic by Sophomore year, winter quarter.

Growing up, I was pretty curious person. I knew there were social worlds outside

of my environment but wasn’t sure exactly what they were. Looking back right now,

there were ones that showed a glimpse of a different social class. I experienced them

reading at the school library, school field trips to the theaters downtown, witness-

ing the Babka (my grandma)’s neighborhood experience gentrification, and the nice

neighborhood that my other grandparents rented the smallest house of the block. I

also wanted to learn about them, what made them tick, how the kids had access to

resources that Bourdieu would term as social, economic, and cultural capital.

Back in 8th grade, I was intellectually bored in class and wanted to go on a path

different than that of my classmates. I applied to a Catholic (Jesuit) high school.

With the help of financial aid and my parents’ financial sacrifices, I was admitted.

I just had no idea what I was in for. Going to high school felt like a culture shock.

I wasn’t sure where I belonged (not just the typical identity formatation of high

school). It was a new culture, more than just going to an all-boys Jesuit high school.

Within the culture that I had only wondered before, I had no idea how to navigate
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and encounter all of the existing cultural, social, and economic capital. Rules were

different.

As high school continued, I became more comfortable with my surroundings but

was not sure if I truly belonged. If I did, why did they accept me here. I could not put

my finger on what was different. I was also becoming more conscious that different

worlds were emerging. One at home and some of my friends from grade school, one

at my high school, St. Ignatius, and later, Kalamazoo College. In retrospect, it was

representative of the class transition that I will be discussing.

A few years later, with the worlds still growing apart at K. Still conscious of this,

I had taken a course on diasporas. There, I learned of the diaspora, the commu-

nity of people between places, attempting to manage identities, without a sense of

completely belonging in either place. People could not return to the origin where

you grew up. Parallels had emerged with my experiences. Alfred Lubrano’s Limbo

articulated some of the experiences and insights that were within me and I knew

that my experiences were not unique.

I want this Senior Individualized Project to help make the sense of what I and

others have experienced through diasporic framework.
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Abstract

Dislocation and hybrid identities, two characteristics of diaspora, are also experi-

enced by individuals undergoing class mobility in the United States of America. I

examine how formal education, one mechanism of American class mobility, help cre-

ate these dislocations and hybrid identities for individuals in class mobility. These

dislocations are not limited to geographical dislocations but include mental and ex-

periential dislocation.

Those in class mobility in formal education, known as straddlers, experience men-

tal dislocation, and consequently, experience identity management that are similar

to those in diaspora.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Working-class Studies is an emerging disclipline within academia. Within this liter-

ature are the stories of academics who have made class transitions and management

of identities. Yet, there is little talk of how they managed their identity compared

to how people manage their identity in diasporas. To what extent are the character-

istics of American class mobility (from a blue-collar to white-collar) similar to what

happens to an individual in diaspora ? If so, what does viewing these offer to the

studies of both topics ?

The definition of class is ambiguous. I use Bourdieu’s conception of class de-

fined “as relations of power by people with their own social groups, as determined

by income, occupational prestige, education, associations, and social networks,” de-

termined by amounts of capital (social, economic, and cultural) (Jones 2005, 157).

Economic capital is the economic resources and capital that you have “an actor’s

capacities’ in society” (Siisiinen 2000, 11). Cultural capital contains: The habitus,

“The habitus is a set of dispositions, reflexes and forms of behaviour people acquire
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through acting in society” which is acquired through childhood (Ovenden 2000).

Second, cultural capital is objectified in cultural articles. Third, it also exists insti-

tutionally in cultural institutions and is expressed in terms of certificates, diplomas,

and examinations (Siisiinen 2000, 11). Social capital is the associations and social

networks that you belong to and the mutual identifications (Siisiinen 2000, 11-12).

To be utilized, these forms of capital need symbolic capital, the self-recognition of

legitimacy. Thus, the role of capitals determines the shapes these activities’ (cus-

toms, values, education, prestige, etc) ability to be classified and utilized, relative to

other capitals in a society

Thus, the meaning of class is fluid because it is shaped by the culture within it is

situated. What it means to be working-class in different areas can be different, but

there are some shared characteristics (Linkon 1999, 5). Tokarczyk defines ‘working-

class’ as those who were first-generation college students and whose parents who had

a lack of autonomy in their jobs (Tokarczyk and Fay 1993, 5). Leste Law states

the working-class is characterized by the sense of displacement and the hybridity

of feelings that are created within the transition of class (Law 1995, 8). What

best characterizes the transition from one class to another are the emotional and

experiential dislocations that individuals encounter while making the transition from

one class to another one. These dislocations are the changes in identity that one

experiences in class mobility and diasporas.

Identity is a “location in a certain world and can subjectively appropriated only

along with that world” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 132). In this sense, location is

not geographic, but metaphorically represents the position you hold in your relations

with others, the roles and attitudes that you learn from them, and the knowledge
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that is imparted within this relationship (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 116,67,132).

The location of the individual is necessarily tied to their identity. Thus, your identity

is defined by the type of relations you have with people, and the meaning of these

relationships for you. The meaning of these relations are informed by your roles and

attitudes, and the knowledge imparted within these relationships.

The definition of diaspora is “a community of people who have been dislocated

from their native homeland through movements of migration, immigration, or ex-

ile” (Braziel and Mannur 2003, 1). Recent academic discourse (Dufoix 2008) has

expanded the definition of diaspora to include movements within the nation-state.

Permanance, an essential characteristic of diaspora, “is only possible when the ter-

ritory has no borders and is not limited to state a specific ground” (Dufoix 2008,

27). Diaspora now include movements within a nation-state. With an expanded

definition, Dufoix argues that a new framework is also needed “that is based on

the experience abroad based on the link with the referent-origin and the community

stance it creates” (Dufoix 2008, 3). This means to reconceptualize a diaspora not

based on the direct migration of a person, but the displacement of the individual. In

diaspora, this displacement may not be directly experienced by the person, but in-

herited emotional investment and knowledge of another place (Radhakrishnan 2003,

119). This displacement in diaspora implicitly means a relationship of distance to

the origin that is created. Those in diaspora attempt to maintain their connection

to a home that is different from where they are now. The definitions of class and

diaspora reveal that individuals in both phenomena are experiencing dislocation in

their identities.

Class movement produces mental dislocation for individuals in this diaspora, de-
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scribed as straddlers (Lubrano 2005, 8). They are trying to create a home in a

different social class from where they grew up. Consequently, I argue diaspora is no

longer be contingent on geographical dislocation, but rather, on mental and expe-

riential dislocation. Formal education constitutes one mechanism of class mobility

and creation of the straddler. A straddler’s transition and his class mobility vary

widely, based on gender and race (Barker 1995).

Many authors ((Hoggart 1957, 225), (Jensen 2004, 170)) describe the formal edu-

cation system as the point for which the crossing takes place. Working-class students’

motivations to persue formal education results from a combination of factors.

Parents (often immigrants themselves) buy into the American dream that you

can improve your status by education and effort (Ross 1995, 339), (Lubrano 2005,

27,79), (Allen Greenwald 1995, 149), (Bowen 1995, 140). They ultimately want a

better life for their children, but often do not recognize that the education can result

in the child’s mental dislocation from family (Zandy 1994, 1), (Lubrano 2005, 48).

The American Dream only recognizes the improvement in financial status that

the formal education can bring. However, financial status is just one factor in deter-

mining class status. The additional components in class identity (social, economic,

and cultural capital) change. The working-class students also initiate effort towards

education as well. They witness the physically intensive jobs held by their parents

and other family members and do not want the same hardships (, xvi). They usually

have a love of learning at a young age. Many straddlers recall liking their trips to the

library as a child and a love of books (Rodriguez 1981), (LaPaglia 1995, 178), (Law

1995, 5), (Christopher 1995, 143), (O’Dair 1995, 201). Two straddlers, Richard Ro-

driguez and Nancy LaPaglia, stated their innate curiousity of the world (Hicks 1995,
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154). Jensen hypothesizes that this takes place during adolescence, because of the

developmental tendency to differentiate themselves during this time (Jensen 2004,

172). while the class transition may not occur by the initiatives of the straddler, the

straddler does not realize their identity will change.

The awareness of leaving a culture and its affect upon you occurs within diaspora

and class mobility.

Radhakrishnan writes that in diaspora, one better understands their cultural

identity and the contrasts between the two cultures after one leaves their original

place (Radhakrishnan 2003, 126). The understanding of where you came from is

also evident when straddlers encounter the middle-class. With class, people do not

realize their working-class background until they, too, are confronted with the the

other class (Lang 1995, 162). They recognize amounts and contents of their capital

are different than the population that they are in. With movement, one is more able

to recognize the boundaries of the social class.

For some, the consciousness of class transition hits in college (Lubrano 2005,

74,78), (Hicks 1995, 157) (Tokarczyk and Fay 1993, 5). Alfred Lubrano recognized

the changes of language and diction in class when he never realized to refer to a

female as a woman, instead of ’girl’ (Lubrano 2005, 74). This change was a shock to

his habitus, the components of his behavior, language in this example, that changes

with class mobility. Robert Brown, an Academic, joined a fraternity in college and

described it as a ‘foreign world’ where the speech patterns, mannerisms, and the

values of those around him were completely different than his own (Brown 1995,

133). An immediate and complete crossing from one class identity to another cannot

occur. Like diaspora, it is a process of identity management that never ends.
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Chapter 2

Identity

In order to understand how the change in identity occurs during the crossings, one

must first look at the initial construction of identities and their maintainance.

Berger and Luckmann objectively define identity as a “location in a certain world

and can subjectively appropriated only along with that world” (Berger and Luck-

mann 1966, 132). In this sense, location is not geographic, but metaphorically repre-

sents your places in relationships with others, the roles and attitudes that you learn

from them, and the knowledge that is imparted within this relationship (Berger and

Luckmann 1966, 116,67,132). The location of the individual is necessarily tied to

their identity. The meaning of these relations are informed by your roles and at-

titudes, and the knowledge imparted within this relationship. Collectively, these

relations, leave you at various positions with others in the world and give the ab-

stract understanding of how to create and maintain other relations with others occurs

within the process of primary socialization.

By being tied into a specific world that includes relations with others, the creation
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and maintanance of an identity is not accomplished alone. It is a dialectic relationship

between the individual and others. This dialetic relationship begins during primary

socialization when one becomes a member of society, usually as a child (Berger and

Luckmann 1966, 130). Socialization is defined as “the comprehensive and consis-

tent introduction of an individual into the objective world of a society or a sector

of it” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 130). This social world is the same one that is

exclusively attached to his identity. In addition to learning the roles and attitudes

from his significant others through interaction, the individual also learns how roles

and attitudes can be applied to other people, and vice versa (Berger and Luckmann

1966, 133). Significant others are integral to the creation and maintanance of the

individual’s identity. The significant others are those who manage one’s socializa-

tion (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 131), in most cases of a person’s development,

his parents. In primary socialization, “the child internalizes the significant others’

attitudes and roles, and makes them his own” (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 131-2).

Through these significant others’ perspectives or filters (determined by their own in-

dividual idiosyncrasies in addition to things like their own background, experiences,

sex, wealth, etc), the child learns his objective social structure (or objective reality)

and objective social world (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 131). Through these rela-

tionships with others, we can also see that identity is never completely formed. It is

constantly reaffirmed and maintained through a plausibility structure which consists

of the social base and the social processes in the routine and everyday life within

the individual’s world. In this world, his interactions with others, even ones that do

not seem very substantial or involve any conversation with them, are important to

reaffirm the individual’s identity (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 151). After primary
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socialization, the significant others can change from the parents to other people who

communicate strong emotional investment with the individual and continue to be

integral to reaffirming an individual’s identity. They reaffirm the individual’s iden-

tity as they share the same routines, relationships with others, similar roles, and

attitudes as the individual. Identity production is never finished, according to stuart

hall (Hall 2003, 234).

The social worlds and identities created in primary socialization are not consistent

with the new social worlds in diasporas and American social class mobility. In

response to the new social world that first appears in higher education, the straddler

incorporate new aspects into their identity.

Formal education as a part of class mobility facilitates the creation of the new

identity for those students moving in social class (Lubrano 2005, 82). Roles are

actions whose meanings are commonly understood by others beyond an individual’s

performance of the action, and be applicable to others and hold the same meaning

when they do the actions (Berger and Luckmann 1966, 72). These roles also come

with knowledge and capital that make this make the action appropriate. These

working-class roles begin to increasingly diverge from their past and what they were

familiar with. Working-class academics do not find that their roles are understood

by the working-class family. The straddler is questioned of some of the choices that

they had made like the changes in material consumption and political ideology (Jones

2005, 178). The straddler’s habits of reading more often, as many academics reported

their fondness for reading had brought confusion to their families (Rodriguez 1981,

59). The attitudes and values and roles for individuals change as they experience in

diaspora as well. Manuh observed that many Ghanian immigrants in Toronto will
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select their these contents of the identities (the roles, attitudes) to advance their

particular needs (Manuh 2003, 143). Ghanian women who migrated to Toronto had

access to economic and social resources that they did not have in Ghana. Ghanian

cultural norms, such as one preventing men from hitting their wives to ‘correct’ them,

were not accepted in Toronto (Manuh 2003, 153). The attitudes and roles played by

an individual in one place are not able to be replicated with the same effect in the

new location.

Lubrano discusses how the social values of blue-collar life, loyalty to family and

friends, making money, and creating a family, are supplanted by the middle-class

ethos of pursuing knowledge for its own sake, individual achievements, and personal

fulfillment (Lubrano 2005, 47). For some straddlers, their definition of ‘success’

has changed significantly as they made the transition to the middle class. Jones

describes a college-educated woman, Casey. Her sisters did not attend college and as

a result, working-class life. She struggles to accept different notions of success. Her

sisters raised children and had strong relationships in the community, but for Casey,

accepting her sisters’ notions of success would be contradictory to hers and make her

question why she went down her path (Jones 2005, 173-4). Secondly,these different

notions of success bred resentment by her sisters who accused Casey of holding a

sense of superiority for her education and persuading them to follow her notion of

success by attending college (Jones 2005, 174).

As those in diaspora and social class mobility make changes their identity to

adapt to their new social worlds, both have identities that contain elements of their

points of origin and their current status. Management of these multiple identities has

two effects on the person. One is that they will ’forget’ where they originally came
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from because their contact with their previous world has decreased. The straddler

and those in diaspora may have a conscious, a nostalgic rememberence of the place

of origin, but it will be tinted by the current experiences. Thus, when they attempt

to cross the space between the current location and their origin, they will find the

origin that is different than they had perceived. When they attempt to reconnect

with this past, they are unsuccessful.

With the case of diasporas, the person’s identity is attempted to be perpetuated

in the new place. Berger and Luckmann argue that the individual needs to maintain

his identity through the interaction with others (including significant others) (Berger

and Luckmann 1966, 150). In response to this, those in diaspora recreate the social

structures that foster the relationships that are similar to before.

Within diasporas, the space between the point of origin and the current location

is expressed in geographical terms, even if the person did not participate in the

geographic migration. Their emotional and experiential ties are to a homeland that

is geographically distant from their current location. They are imagining a sense of

belonging. This sense of belonging may also include rights, privileges, and resources

such as political rights and citizenship that are managed by the state. The space in

class mobility can be understood as more conceptually based.

When going home, straddlers are not accepted by the class that they left because

they do not have the same class components that they had when they left (Hoggart

1957, 232-3). For example, those in the class origin can detect subtle components of

the individual’s class like the way that he talks and carries himself (Hoggart 1957,

232-3). Sometimes, the straddlers are conscious that they cannot go home (Lubrano

2005, 109). Working-class students find it difficult to return to ’home’ in the original
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world (Greenwald and Grant 1999, 34). They experience discomfort as they do not

interact the same as before. They find their experiences are not shared by others

(Jensen 2004, 170).

This distance can be understood in emotional and intellectual distances that

straddlers pull away. This space from their origins can be conceived of as “closeness

without intimacy,” meaning one can be geographically close to his/her working-class

origin but emotionally and intellectually distant (Jones 2005, 167).

The second effect of identity management are feelings of estrangement (Jones

2005, 163). Feeling alone, not just with but because of the inability to identify with

others within the new world as well Straddlers can feel alone because of their dis-

tance from their origin and they do not identify with the others in the new social

class. Similar to a person in a diasporic experience, one who transcends American

classes loses parts of his/her working-class origin but does not completely attain all

of the components of a middle-class identity. To attain the entire middle class iden-

tity would mean to completely reject everything that you had left behind. However,

“more often than not, those who have changed social classes feel a sense of ‘class-

lessness,’ as if they fit in nowhere” (Ross 1995, 342). The straddlers hold multiple

identities without belonging to a particular class (Hoggart 1957, 232).

For Charlip, a straddler in academia, the academic is constantly reminded of

her hybridity, that she never lost the class background form which she originated

(Charlip 1995, 40). Another academic, Robert Brown, classifies himself as classless,

because he recognizes that his values and activities have diverged too far from his

working-class background yet he does not identify or belong to his new class in

academia (Brown 1995, 135-6). Access to the middle class does not allow for dual
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citizenship of the middle class (Jensen 2004, 178). Lang, a straddler and a sociology

professor, acknowledges although he could not attain middle-class identity, he sought

their acceptance and adapted his values and practices accordingly (Lang 1995, 172).

Several interviews with academics from a working-class background reveal that

they do not feel comfortable sharing their identity or past with others (Ryan and

Sackrey 1995, 134), (Law 1995, 4) . They have feelings that they are not there

by acheivement, but because of luck or other factors, and have great fear of being

founded out as an imposter (Lubrano 2005, 89). This fear is validated anytime that

they display to others that they do not have a particular piece of cultural or social

capital that was imparted in primary socialization. Without the previous knowledge

of their middle-class world, they do not feel a part of their new class, for it is a

new environment, unfamiliar. This sense of inferiority is reinforced when they act

inappropriate (Lubrano 2005, 88-9). Within higher education, straddlers sometimes

felt intellectually intimidated and less re-assured then their classmates (Greenwald

and Grant 1999, 35). This may be one reason why they tend to feel alone, because

of feeling uncomfortable to share themselves, or not understanding how to share

themselves in the cultural manner that middle-class people do, or if they do know

how, they reject these mannerisms because they conflict their upbringing.

On the other end, some have the feeling of pride, narcissism for being able to move

on up (Ross 1995, 343). Some straddlers have more comfort and ability acquiring

the cultural and social capital that allows them to navigate the life of a middle-

class person without the sense of being an outsider (Lubrano 2005, 149). Although

straddlers may appear to live normal lives, but never without an underlying sense of

unease (Hoggart 1957, 225).
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Like with the identity traditionally associated in diaspora, “the upwardly mobile

person must realize that one never fully leaves one’s past behind, despite mythology

that suggest people can reinvent themselves” (Ross 1995, 349).Thus, the transition

into another another class is neverending. Within both diaspora and class mobility,

the first world and its corresponding identity experienced by the individual cannot

exist or is viable option. Between these two identities and worlds that are created

in the a result, one attempts to creates a world makes sense to one given one’s

circumstances.
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Chapter 3

conclusion

This work adds to the body of literature in working-class studies by studying the

experiences of diasporas and individuals transitioning from the working-class to an-

other class.

With both phenomena, the individual changes components of their identity and

tries to resolve the duality of their identities. Further research should be done with

specific diasporic cultures to compare activities of identity management with those,

if any, are done by straddlers. For those in diaspora, I would like to see if the

activities of identity management are effective to create a sense of belonging for the

individuals.

One concept of diasporas to ease themselves or response is recreating the social

structures that were within the place of origin. I can examine if such identity tran-

sition is practiced by straddlers. Further research would examine this concept and

its practice. However, the social structures for diaspora often include family based

networks. Since most class transitions result in a dislocation from family, other alter-
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natives would be found , and acknowledge to the straddlers that they are not alone

(as they usually think they are).
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